BUSINESS RESPONSIBILITY REPORT
Introduction

professional growth, supporting local community development and taking action across the value chain. GNO will focus on all
except one (inventing sustainable buildings) of these areas of action. In addition, as an important element of sustainable business
and in line with its CSR Policy, GNO will lay great emphasis on ensuring that its business practices meet the highest standards of
corporate governance and ethics.
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NIC Code

Product Description

2399

Abrasives

2391

Refractory Products

8.

GNO, through its subsidiary, has a plant located in Bhutan.

Navi Mumbai etc.,

Sr.
No.
1.

Particulars

FY 2019-20
(` lakhs)

Paid up Capital

5,536

2.

155,235

3.

18,295

4.
i)

In ` lakhs

112.68
0.62%

5.

Primarily, education of underprivileged children
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1.

Does the Company have any Subsidiary Company/Companies? Yes

2.

Do the Subsidiary Company/Companies participate in the BR Initiatives of the parent Company? If yes, then indicate
Yes, the Company’s overseas subsidiary participates in BR initiatives.

3.

Do any other entity/entities (e.g. suppliers, distributors etc.) that the Company does business with, participate in
BR initiatives of the Company? If yes, then indicate the percentage of such entity/entities? [Less than 30%, 30-60%,
percentage.

1.

Details of Director/Directors responsible for BR

Sr. No.

Particulars

Details

1.

DIN Number

00066320

2.

Name

Mr. Anand Mahajan*

3.

Designation

Managing Director

(b) Details of the BR head
Sr. No.

Particulars

Details

1.

DIN Number (if applicable)

00130438

2.

Name

Mr. Krishna Prasad**

3.

Designation

Executive, Alternate Director

4.
5.

e-mail id

from May 20, 2020, upon his appointment as an Alternate Director to Ms. Isabelle Hoepfner.
2.

Principle-wise [as per National Voluntary Guidelines(NVG)] Business Responsibility Policy/policies

P1 Businesses should conduct and govern themselves with Ethics, Transparency and Accountability
P2 Businesses should provide goods and services that are safe and contribute to sustainability throughout their life
cycle
P3 Businesses should promote the wellbeing of all employees
P4 Businesses should respect the interest of, and be responsive towards all stakeholders, especially those who are
disadvantaged, vulnerable and marginalized
P5

Businesses should respect and promote human rights

P9 Businesses should engage with and provide value to their customers and consumers in a responsible manner
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(a) Details of compliance (Reply in Y/N)
No.

Questions

P1

P2

P3

P4

P5

P6

P7

P8

P9

1.

Do you have a policy/policies for…

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

2.

Has

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

3.

Does the policy conform to any national/ Policies are prepared in line with applicable laws and in line with
international standards such as ISO and OHSAS.
(50 words)

4.

Has the policy being approved by the Yes.

the

policy

being

formulated

in

Yes.
5.
6.

Indicate the link for the policy to be viewed Corporate Social Responsibility policy
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
SG’s Principles of Conduct & Action and the Code of Conduct
for the Groups employees in India
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/commitments)
Quality Policy
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
Whistle Blower Policy
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
Environmental Health and Safety Policy
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
Code of Practices and Procedures for Fair Disclosures and
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
Dividend Distribution Policy
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
Policy for Determination of Materiality
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
Archival Policy
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)
Nomination and Remuneration Policy
(www.grindwellnorton.co.in/investor-information)

7.

Has the policy been formally communicated Yes, these policies are communicated to all internal stakeholders
to all relevant internal and external and also to external stakeholders based on their relevance to
them.

8.

Does the Company have in-house structure

9.

Does the Company have a grievance
redressal mechanism related to the policy/
policies to address stakeholders’ grievances committee monitors the grievances of the shareholders.
Customer complaints are monitored by each business through
proper review mechanism.

10.

Has the Company carried out independent
audit/evaluation of the working of this policy

Auditors and the Quality and Safety, Health and Environment
policies are subject to internal and external audits.
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3.

Governance related to BR
Annually.
(b) Does the Company publish a BR or a Sustainable Report? What is the hyperlink for viewing this report? How

Business Responsibility Report can be accessed at www.grindwellnorton.co.in.

Principle 1
Businesses should conduct and govern themselves with Ethics, Transparency and Accountability
honesty, integrity and ethical behaviour. GNO adopted the “Code of Conduct” with the underlying philosophy of engaging with all
stakeholders (including suppliers, channel partners, customers, employees, shareholders, the government and the public at large)
is an ongoing obligation of the Company as well as of the employees. Various tools are implemented to monitor the compliance
programme. Also e-learning modules are developed in order to train employees about the Compliance programme.
practices, free and fair competition and environment, health and safety. All new employees are provided with the Code of Conduct
guidelines are also communicated to various other stakeholders such as suppliers, customers and associates and it is expected

GNO also has a Whistle Blower Policy which allows employees to bring to the attention of the Management, promptly and
directly, any unethical behaviour, insider trading, leak or suspected leak of unpublished price sensitive information of the
Company, suspected fraud or irregularity in the Company practices or any behaviour, which is not in line with the Code

over the phone or face-to-face. Anonymous complaints are also permitted. Employees are encouraged to raise any concerns

and dealt with in accordance with the Code of Conduct procedure.
All cases registered under Code of Conduct and Whistle Blower Policy of the Company are reported to the Management and are
reviewed by the Managing Director.
Principle 2
Businesses should provide goods and services that are safe and contribute to sustainability throughout their life cycle
businesses provide solutions with high-technology content for a wide range of leading-edge applications for the building,

GNO’s businesses are engaged in initiatives aimed at ensuring that their products are safe in terms of their composition and their
businesses help to reduce energy consumption, provide protection, improve comfort and sustain the environment.
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safety of their employees, on compliance with all laws and regulations and on human rights. Responsible purchasing is built on two
pillars, Purchase Charter and Supplier Charter. It comprises of three stages,
a.

Mapping the risks; human rights, anti-corruption, and environment, health and safety risks;

b.

Evaluating the performance of suppliers to classify the risks;

c.

Action plan based on internal and external audits.

Suppliers who violate the Charter are black-listed and GNO stops dealing with them.
All sites of GNO have ongoing projects aimed at reducing the generation of waste and increasing the recycling of waste; overall

safe and to innovate on the basis of sound technology and applying rigorous standards of product safety.
Principle 3
Businesses should promote the wellbeing of all employees

career.

our employees, in particular, to operate our facilities and to conduct our business in such a way as to; (1) ensure the health and

importance of healthy living to all the employees and facilitates the same by providing regular heath check-ups (and other medical
advisory interventions) to all its employees. GNO has also implemented Safety and Health Risk assessment tool to assess and

Globally, diversity is an important HR priority. For GNO increasing diversity (gender, age, regional, economic and cultural background,

4003
2020
1983
Number of permanent women employee

216

Number of permanent employees with disabilities

2
Yes
27%

Number of complaints relating to child labour, forced labour, involuntary labour, sexual harassment in the
Percentage of the employees were given safety & skill up-gradation training in the last year
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100%

Awareness (web-based) programmes are carried out to raise awareness on the issue of sexual harassment at the workplace.
harassment at the workplace.
Principle 4
Businesses should respect the interests of, and be responsive towards all stakeholders, especially those who are
disadvantaged, vulnerable and marginalized
business is to fully meet the needs of its customers. In addition, the value a business creates can be measured in terms of employee
development, supplier development, returns to shareholders, taxes paid to the government and community development. GNO
contributes to the economic development in the regions in which it operates by creating several upstream and downstream indirect

development training to these stakeholders through National Employability Enhancement Mission (“NEEM”) programme. Around
224 people are currently undergoing training under this programme. GNO contributes to the Saint-Gobain India Foundation whose
main objective is the education of underprivileged children and protecting the environment.
Principle 5
Businesses should respect and promote human rights

Company also prohibits any form of recourse to forced labour, compulsory labour or child labour - whether directly or indirectly or
form of discrimination of whatever kind with respect to its employees whether in the recruitment process, at hiring, or during or at
the end of the employment relationship. GNO protects the rights of the employees engaged indirectly or through sub-contractors by
monitoring and ensuring that the sub-contractors comply with payment of social security dues properly and in a timely manner and
provide safe and healthy working conditions.
rights of their employees. In particular, they must declare and ensure that they refrain from any form of recourse to forced labour,
compulsory labour or child labour - whether directly or indirectly or through their sub-contractors. Some of the major suppliers are
subject to periodic audits and are evaluated on the EHS and labour practices, and business ethics followed by them.
received by your Company.
Principle 6
GNO strives to ensure the preservation and availability of all natural resources and to meet the expectations of all its stakeholders in
to the public, in general, and our employees, in particular, to operate our facilities and to conduct our business in such a way as to;
(1) ensure the health and safety of all our employees and (2) to protect the environment. Moreover, Saint-Gobain’s EHS Charter

sustainable sources of supply for raw materials, by reducing the usage of packaging materials and improving manufacturing
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the permissible limits and, as a part of the global strategy, the Company strives to reduce the emission norms below the legally
It is the endeavor of the Company to commit to Clean Development. At present the Company has not registered any project under

Renewable Energy sources, the Company sourced nearly 29.3% of its Electricity consumption from Renewable Energy sources like
CO2 emissions by 12.38% compared to previous year.

GNO’s businesses have, over the years, taken various initiatives to reduce energy consumption, noise level and water consumption

2.

Energy Conservation by AC/DH volume reduction in Organic Press room in the Abrasives plants

3.

Reduction of Fuel consumption by carrying out process change in the tunnel kiln

5.

Reduction in noise level by providing enclosures with noise absorbent pads and silencer provided for the exhaust pipes and at
suction blower in kiln.

6.

Reduction in water consumption by eliminating the losses.

to reduce the amount of withdrawals and discharges. Most of the sites have undertaken rain water harvesting projects. Most of
the amount of withdrawals and discharges.

Principle 7

and the Confederation of Indian Industry which provides a forum for exchanging views on economic legislation and governance and
Principle 8
Our environment management aims toward ensuring that the ecosystem services in areas where we operate are protected and
policy and adapted it to the Indian context. For the Group, CSR is at the heart of its strategy of sustainable development. CSR
impacts every aspect of how it conducts its business and is far more than philanthropy.
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GNO, along with the other subsidiaries of the Saint-Gobain Group in India, set up the Saint-Gobain India Foundation (“SGIF”).
population by supporting projects related to education of the underprivileged, particularly of the girl child. It is also active in providing
represented on the Board of SGIF and its management is involved in the working of SGIF.

Akanksha adopts, manages and operates government schools in Mumbai. Saint-Gobain India Foundation supports 60 children at
Natwar Nagar Mumbai Public School for 2019-20.
Aseema is a Mumbai based NGO working for the rights of underprivileged children living in the streets and in slum communities. It
supports poorly functioning municipal schools and helps improve students learning. Saint-Gobain India Foundation has sponsored

educated. Saint-Gobain India Foundation supports 125 students of Grade I, Grade III, Grade IV and Grade VII in four schools in
Bengaluru.
SOS Children’s Villages of India is committed to the welfare of orphaned and abandoned children and provides shelter and education
to such children. Saint-Gobain India Foundation supports 40 children at SOS village in Bengaluru.
Principle 9
Businesses should engage with and provide value to their customers and consumers in a responsible manner
and retailers helps to provide service and deliver the Company’s products to thousands of end-consumers across the country. GNO

of dealers and customers are provided training by the Company on the use of its products in order to ensure safety in their usage
development of self-regulatory codes for all its marketing and advertising activities.
GNO has deployed the World Class Manufacturing (“WCM”) programme, an integrated management system to improve the

feedback on products so as to enable the Company to improve upon its products and services. Consumers are provided multiple
options to connect with the Company through e-mail, telephone and through the website.
resolved successfully and there were no pending complaints at the end of the year.

the responsible usage of its products and services.

During the year, there were no anti-competitive, abuses of dominant position or unfair practices complaints against the Company
and there are no cases pending against the Company.
Customer satisfaction is regularly monitored in the Abrasives business of the Company. Based on the feedback provided by the
customers, it is able to undertake corrective actions and improve service to its customers.
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